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I was rather bewildered by Jonathan C. Smith’s review of my book, Extraordinary Beliefs: A

Historical Approach to a Psychological Problem. I was surprised to read that my thesis is

that “social beliefs have framed how we embrace or dismiss claimed paranormal events

throughout history.” Apparently, and “with some fanfare,” I propose that “not only do group

beliefs influence individual beliefs, but they actually change an individual’s identity.” It

seems that I refer, albeit in a “rambling and somewhat incoherent” manner, to the

contemporary skeptical movement as “the ‘misguided orthodoxy’ (p. 254).” Smith says he is

“not entirely sure” what I mean by misguided or orthodoxy. Neither am I. I am not entirely

sure what he is talking about. I have never used the term, not on page 254 nor anywhere

else, and I certainly do not recognize what he describes as my thesis. In short, he has

completely misrepresented my argument.

I am sure this was not deliberate. He was probably too busy to read the book properly, so

he skipped a few chapters and skimmed the rest. Sometimes I do that with books I do not

like. That might explain the following summary:

So everyone has his or her own opinion, supported by whatever set of beliefs he or

she may embrace. Over time, this play of opinions displays a certain evolution, with

some growing out of favor and others emerging. However, every opinion reflects a

social frame, beliefs held by a certain group. To me, this is not deep scholarship . . .

I agree. This is not deep scholarship. I have no idea what it means or where he got it from.

Perhaps he read it somewhere else, then later misremembered the source. These things can

happen.
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However, for anyone interested, my book actually starts from a radically different position

from that of most psychological research on paranormal belief, rejecting key assumptions

and stressing the limits of belief scales. The problems of questionnaires have long been

noted by others, but I discuss these and other specific problems relating to paranormal

belief scales, arguing that they simply do not capture the complexity of such beliefs. For this

reason, we need to examine how beliefs have been expressed and justified in the real world.

History provides a huge body of such evidence.

I make several arguments, but the primary thesis is that, if we wish to understand

extraordinary beliefs, then we need to understand significantly more about what people

believe in and what they believe about these things. This is why I consider many examples

of extraordinary phenomena (the things that people have believed in), and how they have

been debated (what people have believed about them). Given space constraints, I cannot go

into detail here, but here is one theme that recurs throughout the book and is discussed in

the conclusion, so a careful reader is unlikely to miss it.

For the last two centuries, in the English-speaking world, there have been at least three

ways in which one might believe in any extraordinary phenomenon: One can believe that it

is real (not due to chance, fraud, or an error in observation); one can believe that it is due

to a particular process (such as extrasensory perception); and one can believe that such a

process is incompatible with orthodox science. Some of these, or all of them together, might

qualify as paranormal belief, but history shows that they are not considered—not by

experts, nor by laypeople—to be the same thing. I think this matters if we wish to

understand beliefs about the paranormal.

Smith, in contrast, lumps everything together, from complementary medicine to Islamic

terrorism, and declares that we need to ask questions such as: “Why do some

paranormalists persist in ignoring clear, contrary evidence?” I think that this is the wrong

approach to understanding paranormal beliefs. Those who prefer to think a bit more

critically about such things, and take the time to read my book, should find it more useful.
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